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[N.B.: the figures in the right margin indicate  full marks.] 

 1.Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

The Quran is a complete and original compilation of the final revelation from Allah to mankind through the last 

prophet of Islam, Hazrat Muhammad (Sm).The Quran has essentially three qualities that have made it universal and 

great. Firstly, in it`s original Arabic form, it is a master –piece of immense literary value fusing  the style of 

presentation with the substance being presented in a blend of unique proportion . Secondly though it`s message  is 

a continuation of that contained in the earlier revelations made to prophet Abraham, David, Moses, and Jesus ,this 

message has a sense of fulfilment and originally that attracts to it Jews, Christians and Muslims alike. Finally it has 

a wealth of information ----both worldly wisdom and intellectual conception ---which provides the code of life for 

mankind generally and Muslims in particular. Indeed, the greatness of the Quran lies in it`s ability to offer at least 

something  to non-believers and everything to believers (Muslims).So, it is called the greatest scripture. 

(a) Answer the following questions.                                                       2x5=10 

(i)What is Quran? 

(ii) What three qualities have made the Quran universal? 

(iii) How is the Quran a master-piece of literature? 

(iv) For whom does the Quran provide the complete code of life? 

(v) Where lies the greatness of the Quran? 

(b)Write down the meanings with synonyms &  antonyms of the following words or phrases. 

Immense, value, style, continuation, contain, attract, alike,                     1x5=5 

2. Write a report for the news paper describing the deterioration of law and order situation of your locality.6                                                                                                              

3.Write an application to the principal of your madrasah  seeking permission to go to a study tour. 7                                                                                                                                    

4.Write a paragraph on any one of the following.                                                                   7 

(a) Human Rights. (b) Global warming. (c) Cyber Café. 

5. Write an essay on any one of the following. 

(a) Patriotism (b) Mass Media (c) E-Commerce                                                  15 

6. Fill in the blanks  with suitable  articles   and prepositions.(any five) 1x5=5 

(a)------industrious shine in life. 

(b) ---- barking dog seldom bites. 

(c)  Boltu is Fond --- sweets. 

(d)He is now ---fifty.        

(e) He sat –me. 

(f) Let us have –walk by the riverside. 

(g)I gave the beggar---one taka coin.      
7.Complete the following  sentences with  phrases and clauses.( any five) 1x5=5 

(a) United we stand,----we fall. 

(b) The man died of ----. 
(c) There is no mother --- loves her child. 

(d) He talks as if he ---a mad. 

(e)  It is too difficult --- me to understand. 

(f) He who loves mankind--------. 

(g) Read attentively lest  -------     . 

8.Transform the following sentences  as directed.( any five) 1x5=5 

(a) We eat so that we may live.(simple) 

(b)The boy is too dull to pass in the exam. (complex) 

(c)  He came at four .(complex) 

(d)Going to the market Mr. Ronald bought a book. (compound) 

(e) He is proud of his son. (W h question) 

(f)Though he was old ,he carried a load of heavy luggage.(simple) 

(g)He lived in a hut which was small.( simple) 

9.Transform the following sentences into passive expressions. (any ) 1x5=5 



(a) What did they steal? 

(b)  People say that he is a spy. 

(c) Don`t shut the door. 

(d) They threw away the old news paper. 

(e) He looked after the children well. 

(f)Post the letter. 

(g) Who gave you this pen? 

10. Change the following direct speech into indirect speech.(any five) 

(a) “Rice has been cooked ,”said his mother. 

(b)”Islam is the religion of piece, ”said Mamun. 

(c) Rashid said to Kashem ,”May you come round soon”. 

(d) Mother said to me”,” May Allah bless you. 

(e) He said ,”what a cheering report!” 

(f)  The teacher said to me, ”Where do you live?” 

(g)  The doctor told me, ”Don’t smoke”. 

11.Rewrite the following sentences as directed.( any five) 1x5=5 

(a)  You should always speak the truth. ( Negative) 

(b) Nobody went there . (tag question) 

( c)  What a charming sight! (assertive)  

(d)  Every one hates a liar (interrogative) 

(e)  I respect him for his honesty ,( w h question) 

(f)  he is the best boy in the class .( Negative) 

( g)  You must obey your elders. (negative) 

12. Rewrite the following sentences using right form of verb. (any five) 1x5-5 

(a) I have never (see) him. 

(b)  Health should be ( take) care of. 

(c) It ( snow) since last night. 

(d)  It is many years  since I ( come) to Dhaka. 

(e)  If you( try ),you might have succeeded. 

(f)  It is high time we ( change ) our eating habits.  

(g) I saw him (go) to the town. 

13. Translate the following passage into English :      05 

বাাংলাদেশ একটি ছ াি ছেশ। ককন্তু প্রাকৃকিক সম্পদে ভরা আমাদের এই ছেশ। এই সম্পদের সুষ্ঠ বযবহাদরর উপর 

আমাদের উন্নকি কিভভরশীল। আলদসয কাল যাপি করদল চলদব িা। ছেশদক গদে ছিালার োকিত্ব আমাদের। এই 

জিয আমাদের সকদলর কদ ার পকরশ্রম করদি হদব। মদি রাখদি হদব ছয পকরশ্রম সাফদলযর চাকবকাট ।    
14. Translate the following passage into Bangla.                                       5 

 Youth is the best time of life. When there is freshness and vigor in mind and body. This is the time when it is most 

necessary for us to remember the truth  of the maxims .”As you sow so you reap”. 


